In this 100th I SEE U episode recorded live in front of a sold-out studio audience at the historic BBVA Compass Stadium, guests discussed the future of Victoria, Texas. "It will enable us to further our efforts in transforming lives and fostering prosperity," said Eddie Robinson. "We will relocate to ‘opportunity neighborhoods’ in the years after the blaze."

Houston Astros' ownership group is building a hotel and entertainment district next to Minute Maid Park, with the goal of making that part of downtown a destination not just during baseball games but year-round.

"It's kind of a Bend Epicenter," said Mary Benton, who created the event. "It's kind of a festival of light which indicates victory of good over evil, light over darkness, knowledge over ignorance and universal brotherhood."

This quarter's impact report is made possible by our supporters. I benefit from programming as well. My community benefits from HPM news and programming. I benefit from programming as well. My community benefits from HPM news and programming. I benefit from programming as well.

"The Robert A. Welch Chemistry Center said.

"Breaking down polymers found in plastics and upcycling materials for other uses like insulation and construction is the goal of our research," said Olafs Daugulis, chair of the chemistry department.

"I was impressed by the dedication of all those who have supported us. The grant funding for the Robert A. Welch Chemistry Center will help us further our research and make a difference in our community."